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AbstractÐTo guarantee the delivery of real-time messages before their deadline, a real-time channel or connection must be

established before the transmission of any message belonging to the connection. During this channel establishment phase, one must

first select a route between the source and destination of this channel and then reserve sufficient resources along this route so that the

worst-case end-to-end delay over the selected route may not exceed the user-specified delay bound. We propose an efficient

distributed route selection scheme that is guaranteed to find a ªqualifiedº route, if any, satisfying the performance requirement of the

requested channel without compromising any of the existing guarantees. The proposed scheme can also eliminate the common

reliability/performance bottleneck of a centralized route selection scheme while improving efficiency over the centralized and other

distributed schemes. Although the proposed solution starts with searching all possible routes in parallel, it prunes infeasible routes

quickly, and its worst-case operational overhead is shown to be only a linear function of the number of links in the network. Several

examples and simulation results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed distributed route selection scheme as

compared to sequential route-search schemes.

Index TermsÐHard real-time communication systems, real-time channel/connection, deadline guarantees, distributed route selection,

message scheduling.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE demand of real-time network services has been rising

fast in many applications, such as process control,

factory automation, and nuclear reactor control. To meet

this demand, researchers proposed several real-time com-

munication protocols [1], [2], [3]. The concept of a ªreal-time

channelºÐproposed by Ferrari and Verma [1] and refined

by Kandlur et al. [2]Ðis one of the most notable solutions to

the problem of meeting message/packet1 delivery dead-

lines in wide area networks (WANs). A real-time channel is

a unidirectional virtual circuit which, once established, is

guaranteed to meet user-specified performance require-

ments as long as the user does not violate his a priori

specified traffic-generation characteristics [1].

Generally, two distinct phases are required to realize the

concept of real-time channel: off-line channel establishment

and run-time message scheduling. The channel establish-

ment phase is of prime importance to the realization of a

real-time channel, and during this phase, the system has to

select a route between the source and destination of the

channel along which sufficient resources can be reserved to

meet the user-specified delay and buffer requirements.

Although several channel establishment schemes have been

proposed in the literature [2], [1], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], very

few of them expliecity have addressed the issue of selecting

a route between the source and destination of a channel

with end-to-end deadline guarantees, despite its impor-

tance to the channel establishment phase.

Since the number of possible routes between two

communicating peers could be large, selecting a route for

each real-time channel is potentially a time-consuming task.

It is therefore very important to develop an efficient scheme

that is guaranteed to select a ªqualifiedº route, if any, for

each requested real-time channel. If the worst-case antici-

pated traffic over a real-time channel is given (typically in

terms of the minimum message interarrival time and the

maximum message size), a ªqualifiedº route for this real-

time channel is defined to be the one that can meet the user-

specified end-to-end delay requirement without compro-

mising any of the existing guarantees. The service provider

(the network operating system in our case) must also be

able to reject a channel establishment request as soon as

possible if no qualified routes are available for the

requested channel.

There are basically two approaches to the route selection

problem: centralized or distributed. Most existing channel

establishment schemes are based on the centralized

approach [2], [4], [5], [6], [7]. They simply assume the

existence of a global network manager which maintains the

information about all the established real-time channels, the

topology and resource distribution and commitment of the
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network thus far, and hence, can select an appropriate route

for each requested real-time channel. In such a centralized

scheme, all of the real-time channel establishment requests

require the network manager's approval. That is, each

channel establishment request is sent, along with its traffic-

generation characteristics and user-specified performance

requirements, to the network manager which then selects a

qualified route and reserves resources along the selected

route. The network manager also informs all intermediate

nodes on this route of the establishment of the new channel

and the information necessary for run-time scheduling of

the messages of this channel. Although with the centralized

approach one can devise efficient algorithms for the

network manager to select qualified routes, there are two

serious problems with this approach. First, the network

manager is likely to be a performance bottleneck, since it

must handle all channel establishment and disconnection

requests. Second, the system is susceptible to single-point

failures of the network manager, since, without the network

manager, no new real-time channel can be established.

To eliminate/alleviate performance and reliability bottle-

necks, one may use distributed link-state routing [9]. In this

approach, each node maintains the information on the

entire network at a local database by exchanging link-state

information with all other nodes, so that the source or the

destination can determine a route for a new requested

channel solely based on the information kept in its database.

The original link-state routing [9] was intended for best-

effort communication in a datagram network, and incurs a

very small overhead because each node is required to

exchange minimal information on the status of neighboring

links periodically or occasionally. In order for this type of

routing protocols to be used for real-time communication,

however, the detailed information on real-time channels

traversing each link must be exchanged between nodes; this

is significantly more than the minimal information ex-

changed in the original protocol, thus consuming significant

network resources [1], [2]. For example, for the real-time

channel approach in [2]Ðwhich is based on the linear-

bounded arrival processÐhas local delay bounds, mini-

mum message interarrival times, and maximum message

sizes of all the real-time connections established over each

link that must be broadcast over the entire network

whenever a new channel is established or an old channel

is torn down. In this type of real-time communication

protocol, the aggregation of link-state information [10] itself

is impossible. This excessive information exchange and the

large database kept at each node make it impractical to use

distributed link-state routing.

In this paper, we propose an efficient distributed route

selection scheme which is guaranteed to find a qualified

route, if any, for each real-time channel establishment

request. The proposed scheme searches for a qualified route

in parallel by flooding the connection request messages

through the network. In order to reduce the number of

request messages, it prunes infeasible routes quickly.

Unlike the centralized approach, our scheme doesn't suffer

performance and reliability bottlenecks. Moreover, it

doesn't require each node to keep the global information

on the network topology, and can also keep the overhead in

establishing a channel very low even under a heavy load

condition. This scheme also works well for handling

multiple simultaneous channel establishment requests.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 states the

problem of finding a qualified route for each channel

establishment request. Our proposed solution to this

problem and its overhead analysis are presented in

Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5 and in the Appendix, we

demonstrate, using examples and simulations, the correct-

ness and the effectiveness of the proposed solution. The

paper concludes with Section 6.

2 DISTRIBUTED ROUTE-SELECTION PROBLEM

The reliability and performance bottlenecks of the centra-

lized route selection scheme make the distributed approach

an attractive alternative. To choose a qualified route for a

new real-time channel, we have to perform an admission

test on each candidate route to check if there are sufficient

resources along the route to meet the user-specified end-to-

end delay requirement for this channel. (Although there

may be other performance requirements to be met, for

clarity of presentation we will focus on meeting the user-

specified end-to-end delay requirement.)

Since there could be a large number of routes between

two communicating peers, choosing a qualified route

among all possible routes between the source and destina-

tion of each requested channel may not be an easy task. One

can think of two simple-minded approaches to the dis-

tributed route selection problem:

1. Sequential search of n possible routes one by one
until a qualified one is found or all the n routes are
exhausted.

2. Parallel search of all possible routes, i.e., sending
multiple copies of an establishment request message
through all possible routes, making ªconditionalº
resource reservation and performing admission tests
on all of them.

The first approach determines a candidate route using the

information on the network topology and sends a real-time

channel establishment request along the candidate route. If

channel-admission tests succeed at all the links along the

route, the channel will be established. Otherwise, a second

candidate is chosen with the first one excluded, and the

same procedure is repeated. Since choosing candidate

routes requires the knowledge of the network topology,

this approach can be considered as a distributed approach
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augmented with a centralized feature. The well-known

Dijkstra shortest-path algorithm [11] can be used for finding

candidate routes. However, this approach could be poten-

tially very time-consuming for the complete search of all

possible routes, and its operational overheadÐwhich is

measured in number of connection establishment request

messagesÐis proportional to n. One way to reduce the

search cost is to 1) determine several minimum-hop routes

(MHRs) and 2) check them, one at a time, if they can meet

the connection's timing requirements, until a ªqualifiedº

route is found from the selected MHRs or all MHRs

are exhausted.

The second approach, on the other hand, may be very

fast although it may possibly induce a large operational

overhead. Moreover, it can guarantee the discovery of a

qualified route, if any. This approach, if its overhead can be

reduced/minimized, will therefore become very attractive.

We propose a scheme based on the second approach that

is guaranteed to find a qualified route, if any, for the case of

a single establishment request at a time, while minimizing

its operational overhead. The scheme is also designed to

work well for multiple simultaneous requests by employing

ªtemporaryº resource reservation. In this scheme, each

node in the network maintains certain information of the

real-time traffic going through it and exchanges this

information with its neighbors, so that an algorithm similar

to the Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm [11], [12] can

be used to find a qualified route. Although the proposed

scheme starts with searching all possible routes in parallel,

it prunes infeasible and/or inferior routes very quickly,

thereby reducing the operational overhead, i.e., the

number of request messages. Under the realistic assump-

tion that messages travel faster through lightly loaded links,

its operational overhead is only a linear function of E,

the number of links in the network. Another feature of

the proposed approach is elimination of shortest-path

calculations from the routing algorithm, thanks to its

parallel search.

3 THE PROPOSED SOLUTION APPROACH

We first describe the environment and the assumption

under which our distributed route selection scheme will be

developed. The underlying network is an arbitrary point-to-

point network. As in [13], [14], [2], [15], [16], the generation

of real-time messages is assumed to be governed by the

linear-bounded model that is characterized by three

parameters: maximum message size Smax (bytes), maximum

message rate Rmax (messages/second), and maximum burst

size Bmax (messages). In the linear bounded model, the

number of messages generated in any time interval of

length t does not exceed Bmax � tRmax. Based on this

message arrival model, the authors of [2], [15] proposed a

scheme to estimate the worst-case delay on each link and a

run-time scheduling algorithm for real-time messages. By

adding the worst-case delays of all links that a channel runs

through, one can calculate the worst-case end-to-end

delivery delay. This end-to-end delay is then compared

against the user-specified end-to-end delay bound for the

requested channel and the system can decide whether to

accept/reject the corresponding request. Note that these

schemes have been developed under the assumption that a

proper route for the requested channel was already

available. Using the delay-estimation method in [2], [15]

and a Bellman-Ford-like algorithm, we will in this paper

develop a scheme to find a qualified route for each channel

establishment request. Table 1 lists the notations used in

this section.
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3.1 Link-Delay Estimation

Since real-time messages are given priority over non-real-

time ones, we will ignore the effects of non-real-time traffic

in the rest of the paper unless stated otherwise. We will

thus assess the delay of a link based only on the underlying

real-time traffic. Since the algorithm in [2], [15] will be used

to estimate link delays, we will briefly introduce this

algorithm first.

The goal of the algorithm in [2], [15] is to compute the

minimum worst-case delay on a link for a new real-time

channel to be added without compromising the perfor-

mance guarantee of any of the existing channels on the link.

Let fMi � �Ci; pi; di�; i � 1; . . . ; kg be the set of k existing

channels on a link, where Ci is the maximum time required

to transmit a message of channel Mi on the link, pi � 1
Ri
max

is

the minimum message interarrival time in Mi, and di is the

maximum delay assigned to Mi on this link, or link (delay)

deadline. Note that the inequality di � pi must hold for the

algorithm in [2], [15] to work correctly. Given a new channel

Mk�1 � �Ck�1; pk�1� to be established, the authors of [2], [15]

proposed an algorithm for computing the minimum worst-

case response time (MWRT), rk�1, on a link of channel

Mk�1s route without compromising the performance guar-

antees of other existing channels over the link. The

algorithm statically assigns priority to each real-time

channel to calculate the MWRT for this new channel, but

uses a multiclass Earliest-Due-Date (EDD) algorithm for

runtime scheduling. The algorithm can compute the MWRT

for a new channel through link ` based on the traffic-

generation characteristics (C and p) of the channel, when C

(maximum service time for a message), p (minimum

message interarrival time), and d (maximum permissible

delay over link `) for all existing channels are available.

The method in [2], [15] did not include those channels

pending for final confirmation in the calculation of MWRT

for the new channel establishment request, but we will

include them in our calculation of MWRT as if they had

already been established. This can simplify the channel

establishment phase, since the MWRT remains valid when

the confirmation message travels back from the destination

to the source. Otherwise, the MWRT for a new channel may

change due to the confirmation of other pending channels

which share one or more links with this channel, and thus,

we have to check this possibility at every intermediate node

the confirmation message visits en route to the source node.

On the other hand, inclusion of these pending channels in

the link-delay estimation will sometimes make MWRT

larger than what it actually would be if some of them are

rejected or choose not to use this link later. This over-

estimation of MWRT may sometimes result in incorrect

rejections of channel establishment requests. The over-

estimation problem occurs only when multiple requests

are initiated at about the same time. The incorrect rejection

decisions due to the overestimation of MWRT will be

made only when there is a very high percentage of real-

time traffic so that the overestimation of MWRT may

make the end-to-end delay larger than the application-

required latency. Since a good system design should also

anticipate the existence of a substantial percentage of non-

real-time traffic, the overestimation problem is usually not

serious. In order to avoid any possible confusion, ªexisting

channelsº will henceforth mean both established and

pending channels.

Note that different real-time channels have different

traffic-generation patterns, and hence, each of them is

associated with a different MWRT, i.e., different channels

may have different MWRTs over the same link. Determina-

tion of each channel's MWRT on a link will henceforth be

referred to as link-delay estimation.

3.2 The Route-Selection Algorithm

Based on the above definition of link delay, we can apply a

variation of the Bellman-Ford algorithm [11], [12] to solve

the route selection problem. The proposed algorithm is not

exactly the same as the original Bellman-Ford shortest path

algorithm in terms of the number of routes explored. Under

the original Bellman-Ford algorithm, only the one which

has the shortest delay is explored at any time. However,

under our algorithm, we simultaneously explore all routes

which could possibly be shortest.

Since the information of existing channels is necessary

for the calculation of a new channel's MWRT as well as for

the run-time scheduling of messages belonging to those

channels already established, each node has to maintain

two sets of tables for existing channels. The first set is the

tables of established channels (TECs), one for each of its

outgoing links. Each entry of a TEC represents a real-time

channel which goes through the corresponding link and

consists of the following four data fields:

. Channel identifier (ID), which uniquely identifies
the corresponding real-time channel. In order for a
source node to generate unique channel IDs, each ID
consists of two parts. The first part is the source ID
(or address), and the second part is a channel
number (unique within the source). This composi-
tion of channel IDs ensures their uniqueness
throughout the network.

. The maximum service time of a message (C) of this
channel.

. The minimum message interarrival time (p) of this
channel.

. The maximum permissible delay on this link (d) for
this channel.

To be consistent with the way channel priorities are

assigned for the link-delay estimation, these entries are

placed in ascending order of d values, i.e., the highest

priority is given to the channel with the least permissible
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delay on this link. Note that this priority assignment is used

only for calculating MWRT; a multiclass EDD algorithm is

used for the run-time scheduling of message transmissions.

(The optimality of EDD in meeting deadlines legitimates the

off-line calculation of MWRT with fixed-priority scheduling

followed by the on-line EDD scheduling of message

transmissions.)

The second set of tables each node has to maintain are

ªtemporaryº tables for pending channel establishment

requests, also one for each of its outgoing links. These

tables will be referred to as ªtables of pending requestsº

(TPRs). Each entry of a TPR represents a channel establish-

ment request (or a pending channel) and consists of six

fields. The first three fields are the same as those of a TEC

and the remaining three fields are:

. da: the accumulated delay from the source to the
current node,

. timeout: the expiration time of this request message,

. r: MWRT of the corresponding outgoing link.

For a real-time channel establishment request, the first five

fields are the same for all outgoing links of a node, and thus,

can be shared among all TPRs for the node's different

outgoing links, i.e., one may easily use only one table to

store the combined information of all TPRs. However, for

convenience of presentation, we will assume that each TPR

(one per outgoing link) contains all of these data fields.

When the source wishes to establish a real-time channel

to another node, it will use the foregoing link-delay

estimation method to compute the channel's MWRT on

each of its outgoing links. After computing all MWRTs, the

source will send a real-time channel request message (Req)

via each outgoing link, which contains a channel identifier

(ID), the destination address (destination), the maximum

message size of this channel (Smax), the minimum message

interarrival time (p), the end-to-end delay bound D, the

expiration time (timeout) of this request, the path (path) and

the total number of hops (hops) this message has traveled

thus far, and the corresponding accumulated delay da.

Initially, the da field is set to the MWRT of the correspond-

ing link, path is set to the source and hops is set to 1. Note

that although we include hops in the request message for

convenience of presentation, it can be omitted in a real

implementation because the information carried in hops can

be derived from path. Copies of this channel-request

message will be put into the queues of all of its outgoing

links at the same time,2 each with priority lower than all

existing channels but higher than non-real-time traffic. This

new establishment request will also be inserted into the

source node's TPRs.

Fig. 1 outlines the procedure an intermediate node A will

execute upon receipt of a real-time channel establishment

request.

Procedure rcv req checks the received request message to

determine whether the message should be discarded or

processed further. The first two if statements check whether

the request has expired (timeout � current time), or the

request is in any of TECs, i.e., a qualified route for the

channel has already been found. If either of these is true, the

request message will be discarded. Procedure reply req will

then be called in if node A is the destination of the channel.

The fourth if clause is for the requests already in TPRs.

The request will be discarded if its accumulated delay (da) is
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not smaller than the corresponding one in TPRs which

represents the minimum accumulated delay from the

source known to node A thus far, i.e., the path this request

message has traveled so far is inferior to the ones recorded in

TPRs. If the da value of the received request is smaller,

node A will update its TPRs to reflect the fact that a better

route has been found and the received request will be

forwarded to the next node by procedure forward req.

Finally, we conclude that the request is new to node A.

Thus, the request message will be appropriately stored and

forwarded (with procedure insert req and forward req) if

the sum of the accumulated delay and the MWRT of the

corresponding next link is less than D. Otherwise, the path

this request message has traveled so far cannot possibly be a

qualified oneÐi.e., the path is infeasibleÐso it will be

discarded. A request message will be forwarded by an

intermediate node only if it carries a smaller accumulated

worst-case response time (Req:da) before its expiration time.

Fig. 2 shows the procedures of inserting a new channel

establishment request and forwarding a request. As can be

seen from these procedures, most of the fields are directly

copied from the requesting messages to TPR and the

forwarding messages. Note that the request message is

assumed to come from the immediate upstream node B.

Each destination node has to keep a temporary list of

already-processed requests (LPRs) in order to avoid

reporting the request to applications more than once. Each

entry of this list consists of two fields, request ID and

timeout, which tells when to discard the request. Fig. 3

shows the operations a destination node will perform after

receiving a request. From Procedure reply req, one can see

that if the system decides to accept the request, the

(qualified) path carried by the request arrived first will be

selected as the route for the real-time channel.

Since the da field of a request represents the sum of

MWRTs of all links on the path from the source to

destination, the user-specified end-to-end delay bound

D may be larger than da, i.e., we are allowed to spend

more time than the corresponding MWRTs when sending

a message across each intermediate link. In such a case,

Dÿ da is divided evenly for all the intermediate links of the

real-time channel's path [2], [15]. Then, the permissible

delay of a real-time message of this particular channel

over an intermediate linkÐsimply called the link (delay)

deadlineÐis the channel's MWRT of that link plus

�Dÿ da�=hops. Since this sum is stored in the table of

existing channels (d field in TEC) and used for run-time

scheduling, �Dÿ da�=hops is included in the channel

establishment confirmation message (by procedure

send reply�accept�) from the destination to the source via

the same path the corresponding request message had

traveled (but in the opposite direction). Let Reply denote a

confirmation message which consists of four fields: ID, flag

(accept or reject), diff �� �Dÿ da�=hops� and path (the

remaining path back to the source node). Fig. 4 shows how

a positive confirmation message is constructed

(send reply�accept�), and the operations the intermediate

nodes will perform when receiving a (positive or negative)
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reply message (forward reply). Note that head�list� repre-

sents the first element of list, and tail�list� represents the

remaining list after head�list� is removed from list.

The operations necessary to keep these route selection

tables (mainly TECs) up-to-date during the channel-

disconnect phase are very simple. We require one of the

two communicating peers to send a disconnect message

through the route of the real-time channel to the other

communicating peer. In this disconnect message, only the

channel ID needs to be included. All the intermediate

nodes will delete the corresponding entries in their TECs

upon receiving the disconnection message. Thus, we do not

consider the load of this real-time channel in all subsequent

MWRT estimations.

3.3 Performance and Overhead Analysis

The first goodness measure we are interested in is the

ªcompletenessº of the proposed scheme, i.e., whether the

scheme is capable of finding a qualified route, if any. For a

single request, the Bellman-Ford (shortest-delay path) [11],

[12] algorithm ensures that the least MWRT path will be

found, although other larger-delay routes may be found

first when the number of hops of these routes are smaller

than that of the least MWRT path. If the least MWRT path is

not ªqualifiedº for the requested channel, then there is no

qualified route available for the channel. Since the least

MWRT path can always be found with the Bellman-Ford

algorithm, the proposed scheme is complete for the single-

request case. However, due to the overestimation of

MWRTs when there are multiple simultaneous requests,

the proposed scheme may not be complete, especially when

the network has a high percentage of real-time traffic so that

the overestimation of MWRTs will make the end-to-end

MWRT delay larger than the user-specified end-to-end

delay bound. (As we discussed in the delay estimation

procedure, however, the overestimation problem is usually

not serious in practice. In the Appendix, we will provide an

example to illustrate an overestimation situation.)

Another performance measure is the time to establish a

channel. For a single request, the worst-case time needed to

accept an establishment request is the time for the request

message to travel from the source to the destination then

back to the source node via the least MWRT path. This is a

round trip delay between the source and destination via the

least MWRT path. In general, if a qualified path can be

found (may not necessarily be the least MWRT path), the

time to complete the corresponding channel establishment

request is the time for the request message to travel from

the source to the destination then back to the source via the

qualified route found first.

The primary overhead incurred in the proposed channel

establishment procedure is the number of times (copies) a

request message has to be transmitted for each channel

establishment request. Note that ªone time (copy)º is

defined as ªsending a message across one link,º e.g., a

message is said to be transmitted n times if the message is

sent n hops. For more accurate estimation, the request

message is assumed to travel faster through a lightly loaded

link (considering only real-time traffic). This assumption

generally holds as the priority of the request message is

lower than real-time traffic but higher than non-real-time

traffic. Under this assumption, each node is likely to send a

request message to its neighbors only once, since the

request message will be forwarded only when the condi-

tional statement �Req:da � TPR�Req:ID�:da� in Fig. 1 is

false. A node will likely receive the copy of a request

message which travels through the route with the smallest

value of Req:da first, and thus, it will discard all subse-

quently arriving copies of the same request message. A

request message will therefore be transmitted at most

2K times in this case, i.e., each node sends a copy of the

request message to all its neighbors once, where K is the

number of links in the network.

In some cases, however, depending on network traffic

condition, multiple requests can arrive at a node from

different routes. This happens when a request message with

a larger Req:da arrives earlier at a node along a route which

was momentarily lightly loaded even though large number

of real-time channels are already established over some

links of the route. In that case, the number of messages that

must be received in the entire network could be greater

than 2K. Although it is a rare case, the overhead can

be quite large in the worst case. We may be able to

prevent the overhead from increasing absurdly in the

worst-case by imposing an upper limit to the number of

request messages for a real-time channel that can be

transmitted through a link or by controlling the

Req:timeout field of a request message.

A more fundamental way to reduce the overhead in our

approach is the pruning function. That is, the conditional

statement �Req:da � r < Req:D� in Fig. 1 is used to

terminate the unnecessary propagation of a request to a

region where no qualified routes exist. Since a request will

be inserted in TPR and forwarded through an outgoing link

only when the sum of Req:da and the MWRT over the

outgoing link is smaller than D�� Req:D�, the request

message will not propagate too far, i.e., the nodes whose

distance from the source (in terms of the worst-case

delivery delay for this new channel) is greater than D will

not receive the request message. Although this fact may not

improve the worst-case overhead, for most of the time it

makes a significant reduction of overhead.

We may also put a restriction on hops to reduce the

overhead; stop forwarding a request if the number of hops

the message has traveled so far is more than a predefined

limit. Nodes which are located too far (in terms of hop

count) from the source N will not receive the requests
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sent by N . If the predefined limit can be chosen appro-

priately, this method may also significantly improve both

the worst-case overhead and the actual performance.

However, since this method will also reduce the chance of

finding a qualified route, it is not included in the proposed

solution and only mentioned as a possible way to reduce

the overhead.

Although we argued that our approach has a potential to

accompany large overhead and presented ways to reduce it,

we still believe that the size of the overhead is justifiable

due to the following reasons. First, the number of request

messages which are transmitted for establishing a real-time

channel is very small compared to the number of messages

which are transmitted through the established real-time

since, in general, the lifetime of the real-time is much longer

than the channel establishment time. Second, although the

overhead is quite large in our approach, it is much smaller

than that of the distributed version of the centralized

approach mentioned in Section 1. In the distributed version

based on the Link-State Routing, the exchange information

must include all the details of all the real-time channels at

every node in the entire network, i.e., local delay bound, the

minimum message interarrival time and the maximum

message size, and this information must be broadcast to all

the nodes whenever a new channel is established and an

old channel is disconnected. In addition, each node must

manage a huge database in order to keep track of all this

information. Moreover, the consistency problem must be

dealt with in order to enable all the nodes to share the

identical data. On the other hand, in our approach, each

node only has to keep the information on the real-time

channels going through the node, and the information

contained in the request message is only on the new real-

time channel concerned and hence, much smaller than

that required in the distributed version. In terms of

reliability, our approach is more robust than the distributed

version, since a failed node or a lost link-status message will

worsen the consistency problem in the distributed version

unlike ours.

Although the sequential approach mentioned in Section 2

possibly has a smaller overhead, it is less robust than our

approach in terms of reliability and has the consistency

problem because every node is required to maintain the

network topology information.

4 EXAMPLE

In this section and the Appendix, we will present several

examples to illustrate the operations and utility of the

proposed route selection scheme under various conditions.

Example 1. Fig. 5 shows a small network with five nodes.

Each link is labeled with a number representing its

transmission bandwidth in million bits per second

(Mbps); for example, the link between N1 and N2 is a

100 Mbps full-duplex link. We will illustrate all the

operations in the network for establishing the first

channel with Smax � 50Kb (maximum message size), p �
50 ms (minimum interarrival time), and D � 100 ms

(end-to-end delay bound). The source of this channel is

N1 and its destination is N5. We thus assign 1:1 as the
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channel's ID. The first ª1º represents the source node,

and the second ª1º represents a number which is unique

to the source node N1. Since no real-time channel exists

at this time, all TECs, TPRs, and LPRs are empty.

Upon reception of a channel establishment request,

the maximum service time (C) for the messages of this

channel can be computed by dividing the maximum

message size by the link bandwidth. C � 0:5 ms for link

1! 2 and C � 1 ms for link 1! 3. Since there is no

other real-time channel, the MWRT on a link equals its C

value. N1 stores this request in its TPR:1! 2 and

TPR:1! 3. In Fig. 5, we omit C and p fields because

C � r and p are the same in all TPRs. Timeout is also

omitted for clarity of presentation.
N1 sends two request messages (Req1 and Req2) to

N2 and N3, respectively. Although there are nine fields
in a request message, only ID, destination, hops,
path, and da�ms� (in this order) are shown in Fig. 5,
since other fields are the same for all request messages.
For example, Req1(1:1,N5,1,N1,0.5) represents ID � 1:1,
destination � N5, hops � 1, path � N1, and da � 0:5 ms.

After N2 and N3 receive Req1 and Req2, respectively,

these messages will be stored and the C field for link

2! 4, link 3! 4, and link 3! 5 will be computed. Since

there is no other channel, each C is equal to the MWRT

on the corresponding link. Thus, the entries for this

message in TPR:2! 4, TPR:3! 4, and TPR:3! 5 can be

inserted and the corresponding request messages can

also be sent. As can be seen in Fig. 5, path ªgrowsº to

N2N1, hops increments by 1, and da becomes 1.5 in Req3,

which is sent to N4 by N2. Req4 (N3 ! N4) and Req6

(N3 ! N5) can also be generated in the same manner.

Due to the randomness of network traffic, it is not

certain whether Req3 or Req4 will arrive at N4 first.

However, since the path N1N2N4 has a smaller MWRT

and channel establishment requests are given priority

over non-real-time traffic, Req3 will very likely arrive at

N4 first. So, in Fig. 5, we assume Req3 arrives at N4

before Req4. N4 will thus process the request based on

Req3 and the entries in TPR:4! 5 and TPR:4! 3 can be

obtained (as shown in Fig. 5) and the corresponding

request messages (Req5 and Req7) can be sent.

When Req4 arrives at N4, the da carried in Req4 will

be compared with the da value stored in N4's TPRs. Since

the da (� 3:5) carried by Req4 is greater than that (� 1:5)

of N4's TPRs, Req4 will be discarded.

At N5, a similar situation will occur. We assume that

Req5 will arrive at N5 before Req6, because Req5

travels through a path of a smaller MWRT. (We would

like to stress, however, Req6 may possibly arrive at

N5 before Req5.) Since N5 is the destination of the

requested channel and the ID carried by Req5 is not

in N5's LPR, the channel's ID will be inserted into

N5's LPR and a confirmation/reject message is sent

back via the path carried in the request message

(N4N2N1). If the reply is a confirmation, we need to

compute diff � �100ÿ 2:5�=3 � 32:5. In Fig. 5, Reply1

shows a confirmation sent to N4 by N5 with ID � 1:1,

flag � 1, diff � 32:5 and path � N2N1.

After receiving Reply1, N4 inserts an entry with

ID � 1:1, C � 1 ms, p � 50 ms, and d � 33:5 (=32.5+1)

into TEC:4! 5. Then all the corresponding entries

(with ID � 1:1) in N4's TPRs are deleted and Reply2

(with path � tail�path�) is sent to the next node speci±

fied in Reply1's head�path�. Operations in N2 and N1

are similar.

See the Appendix for more complex examples.

5 SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION

In order to comparatively evaluate the proposed scheme,

we have conducted an in-depth simulation study. In this

study, we measured and compared the probability of

successfully establishing channels under various load

conditions using 1) the proposed (parallel-search) approach

and 2) sequential-search approaches based on the Shortest-

Path-First (SPF) algorithm. All the hops are assumed to

have the same weight/cost, and thus, SPF practically finds

the route with the minimum number of hops. We also

evaluated their operational overhead and time to establish a

real-time channel. We first describe the simulation model

then the simulation results.

5.1 The Simulation Model

We used a part of the MBONE network in the North

America region in Fig. 6 as the network topology in order to

evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in the

WAN environment. All T3 links and those nodes connected

via T3 links are included in the simulation. We also used

two additional network topologies in our simulation in

order to emphasize the usefulness of our approach in

networks with better connectivity (e.g., backbone net-

works). Fig. 7 shows these two additional network

topologies used in our simulation. Fig. 7a is an ordinary

rectangular (unwrapped) mesh and Fig. 7b is a wrapped

rectangular mesh, both consisting of 25 nodes each. We

assume that the links connecting nodes in all three

topologies consist of two unidirectional links (running in

opposite directions), each with 100 Mbps transmission

bandwidth. Among these three, the wrapped rectangular

mesh is the best in terms of connectivity, and the

unwrapped one is the second.

We established real-time channels over these three

networks. For the sake of simplicity, we used real-time

channels with identical input traffic specification and

performance requirements. Thus, the real-time channels to

be established are specified by �Cmax; p; d� � (3 msec, 33

msec, 100 msec). According to the admission test described
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in Section 4, up to 10 real-time channels can be established

over each link. In order to evaluate the probability of

successful channel establishment, we have set load condi-

tions as follows. First, we selected source±destination pairs

randomly, and established a real-time channel between

each pair using the proposed scheme. The lifetimes of these

channels are set infinite, and thus, the number of channels

monotonically increases with time. After a certain amount

of time elapsed, we counted the number of real-time

channels established over each link, added them up, and

divided the sum by the number of links of the network. The

resulting number was treated as the average load of the

network. Under this setting, we 1) generated channel

establishment requests whose interarrival times are expo-

nentially-distributed, 2) executed the proposed scheme, and

3) measured the success probability. In order to calculate

the success probability under a constant load condition,

we disconnected the newly established channels in a very

short time. Without this process, the load will not be

constant but increase continually because of the new

channels added. For the purpose of comparison, we applied

the SPF algorithm to the same source-destination pairs and

measured the success probability. That is, we first find the

minimum-hop route between source and destination, then

send a channel establishment request along the chosen

route. If the channel-admission tests succeed at every node

along the path, the destination sends a channel-acceptance

message backward to the source. Then, the source considers

the establishment successful. If channel-admission test fails

at a particular link, we consider the link disconnected in the

topology and initiate another search for a new minimum-

hop route and send a request message along the new path.

We repeat this process up to five times until the channel

establishment succeeds.

During this experiment, we also counted the number of

messages needed to establish a real-time channel using both

approaches in order to evaluate their operational over-

heads. Finally, we measured the time to establish each

channel for both approaches.

The above process was executed while varying the

given network load and the entire procedure was executed

100 times.

5.2 The Simulation Results

Fig. 8a shows the establishment success rate under various

loads in the MBONE topology using both our approach and

the sequential search based on SPF. SPF-n denotes a scheme

that allows up to n trials of SPF. In Fig. 8a, when the

network is lightly loaded (i.e., the network load is under

30 percent), both approaches achieve an almost 100 percent

channel establishment success rate. That is, abundant

resources are available in such a case and hence, most of

channel establishment requests are accepted. When the
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network load is in the mid-range (i.e., 40-70 percent), the

success rate of our scheme is comparable to that of SPF-3. In

fact, SPF-5 shows little improvement over SPF-3. Compared

to SPF-1, our scheme shows a much higher success rate in

this range. Ideally, our approach must outperform any

sequential search method as our parallel search is guaran-

teed to find a qualified route, if any. In practice, however,

due to the reservation of link bandwidths by pending real-

time channels which had been requested almost simulta-

neously, its rejection rate of channel establishment requests

is a little higher as seen in Fig. 8a. When the network is

heavily loaded (e.g., over 80 percent), our approach and the

sequential approaches, irrespective of the number of trials,

both show low success ratios. This is mainly due to the

limited connectivity of the MBONE network topology. In

fact, we could not obtain any meaningful results when the

network load is 90 percent, because the number of real-time

channels established was very small.

Fig. 8b shows the establishment success rate for the

unwrapped mesh. Compared to the MBONE topology, the

success rate is higher. In particular, our scheme's success

rate is comparable to that of SPF-3. Fig. 8c shows the

establishment success rate for the wrapped rectangular

mesh. Compared to the unwrapped mesh and the MBONE,

it shows much higher success rate. In particular, our

scheme's success rate is shown to have a larger increase

than SPFs; in fact, our scheme shows the highest success

rate under most loads. This clearly demonstrates the

superiority of our scheme for networks with better

connectivity.

In order to compare the operational overheads of our

scheme and the sequential SPF, we measured the number of

establishment-request messages sent over each link plus the

number of channel-acceptance messages for each channel

request, and averaged them over the entire network. Under

lightly loaded conditions, the number of messages sent in

our scheme is very large: approximately 28, 65, and 85 in the

MBONE, the unwrapped mesh, and the wrapped mesh,

respectively. This results from the fact that our scheme

employs a form of limited flooding and under a lightly

loaded condition, most links can accommodate a new

establishment request and relay request messages to their

neighbor nodes. Moreover, it is often the case that multiple

copies of the same request pass through a link. It is

important to note, however, that this larger message

overhead is ªharmless,º as the establishment request

messages use idle resources (likely to exist in lightly loaded

networks).

As the network gets more loaded, the operational

overhead decreases, demonstrating that the pruning effect

of our scheme works well as the network load gets higher.
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That is, as the network load gets higher, some links reject a

new establishment request due to their insufficient available

bandwidth, and hence, do not propagate the request to their

neighbors, thus decreasing the number of request messages.

In particular, when the load is 90 percent, the number of

messages was approximately five in the unwrapped mesh;

the average number of hops of newly-accepted real-time

channels is approximately one. This also confirms that our

scheme can keep the operational overhead under a highly-

congested condition low enough to save link bandwidth for

other best-effort traffic.

Fig. 9 shows the operational overheads for our scheme

and SPF-5 for all three topologies. Compared to our scheme,

SPF-5 generates a considerably smaller number of request

messages, because under lightly loaded conditions, the first

establishment trial succeeds in most cases. While the

operational overhead of our scheme decreases with the

load, the overhead of SPF-5 increases in the mid-range load.

This demonstrates that, as the network load gets heavier,

the success probability of the first trial decreases and the

second and third trials are required, thus increasing the

number of request messages. Under an extremely-con-

gested condition (e.g., 80 percent load for MBONE and

90 percent load for unwrapped and wrapped meshes), the

operational overhead of SPF-5 decreases again for a reason

similar to what happened to our scheme. Very few request

messages propagate through the network, because there

aren't many links with sufficient available bandwidth.

Interestingly, our scheme generated smaller overhead than

SPF-5 in this case, because we included both failure-

notification and channel-acceptance messages in the calcu-

lation of overhead. Unlike our scheme, SPF-5 requires a

node which cannot forward the request to the next node

because of insufficient network resources to send a failure

notification message back to the source.

The overhead analysis in Fig. 9 may indicate our scheme

to be disadvantageous compared to the sequential search,

but it isn't so for two reasons. First, the large number of

request messages in a lightly loaded network doesn't do

any harm; since the links are not used often for transmitting

normal traffic when the network is lightly loaded, request

messages can be transmitted without significantly delaying

or dropping regular packets. Considering the existence of

non-real-time packets, we need to introduce an appropriate

measure so that the number of channel establishment

request messages may be reduced. This can be achieved

by limiting the number of hops that the request messages

can be relayed from the source, as mentioned earlier.
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Second, our scheme takes much less time in establishing a

real-time channel than the sequential search. The channel

establishment time is defined as the time measured from the

issuance of a request to the notification of its acceptance.

Fig. 10 shows the channel establishment times of both our

scheme and SPF-5, where the time unit is a packet-

transmission time over a single link. We assumed that the

packet size is constant throughout the network. In this

figure we showed the establishment time for only success-

ful requests. As can be seen in Fig. 10, our scheme is

considerably better than the SPF-5.

In addition to its larger channel establishment time, the

sequential search based on SPF requires to find the shortest

path for each trial using an appropriate algorithm such as

Dijkstra's [11], which is itself time-consuming. By contrast,

our scheme does not require execution of such an

algorithm. In order to assess the effect of SPF algorithm

execution on the channel establishment time, let's consider

the following simple example, and assume that Fig. 7b is an

ATM network, each link with 155 Mbps bandwidth, and

that the size of a channel establishment request message is

the same as a single ATM cell (53 bytes). Since the

information which must be carried in a request message is

minimal as discussed in Section 3, this assumption is

justifiable. In this network, the transmission time of a

request is approximately 2:735� 10ÿ6. When a benchmark

test of the SPF algorithm used in our simulation was

performed on SUN SPARC 20, the average execution time

was approximately 1.7 msec when the source and destina-

tion pairs were randomly generated. Considering only this

fact, one can easily observe the large overhead of executing

the SPF algorithm. Specifically, in the unwrapped rectan-

gular mesh, the average number of trials of SPF-3 whose

success rate is comparable to that of our scheme is

approximately 1.4 in the case of a 70 percent load, and

thus, the execution time of the SPF algorithm is 2.36 msec.3

Compared to the transmission time of request messages,

this execution time is an order of magnitude larger,

demonstrating the superiority of our scheme to the

sequential SPF algorithm. Moreover, by eliminating the

need for an SPF routine, our approach becomes very

attractive to embedded real-time systems with low-cost,

low-power CPUs.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed and evaluated an efficient

distributed route selection scheme which is guaranteed to

find a qualified route, if any, for each real-time channel
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establishment request. By equipping two simple tables with

each node, the proposed scheme can not only eliminate the

common reliability and performance bottlenecks of centra-

lized route selection, but also keep the operational overhead

sufficiently low for practical use. The proposed scheme is

presented in procedure form, and its correctness and

completeness are discussed. Several examples are presented

to illustrate how the proposed scheme works. Our simula-

tion results have also shown this scheme to make significant

performance improvements over the sequential search

based on SPF, especially in terms of channel establishment

time at a reasonable cost.

APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES

Before proceeding to the examples, we first describe an

environment in which such examples will be derived. The

same network in Example 1 will be used for Example 2

(Fig. 11), but TECs are no longer empty, i.e., there already

exist many real-time channels when a new channel

establishment request is made. Table 2 shows the content

of all TECs at some time instant. The entries of these tables

had been inserted for establishing the following 21 channels.

Each channel is described as a 5-tuple �ID; Smax; p;D; path�.
Table 3 presents the 21 channels in the order of their

establishment. Note that the TECs in Table 2 are only one of

many possible situations after these 21 channel establishment

requests have been processed and accepted. As discussed

earlier, due to the randomness of network traffic, there may

be many other possible sets of TECs. We also illustrate such

situations in the following examples.

Example 2. We want to establish a real-time channel with

ID � 1 : 8, Smax � 200Kb, and p � 20 ms in the network

of Fig. 11 under the environment as specified in Table 2.

The source of the requested channel is N1 and its

destination is N5. We will first let D � 19 to show that

only the path N1N2N4N5 is a qualified route for this

request. D will then be changed so as to illustrate other

cases.

N1's operations: The MWRTs (r values in TPR) and C

values of N1s outgoing links are computed first. For link

1! 3, C � 200=50 � 4. To compute a channel's MWRT

on a link, we need to assign highest possible priority to

this channel without violating the link deadlines (d in

TEC : 1! 3) of other existing channels. We start with

assigning the requested channel top priority, then check

if any of the existing channels' link deadlines will be

violated. Recall that the existing channels are placed in a

TEC in ascending order of their d values. By giving the

newly-requested channel top priority on link 1! 3, the

w o r s t - c a s e d e l a y o f c h a n n e l 2 : 4 w i l l b e

4� d5:520e � 2 � 6 > 5:5. So, we lower the priority of this

new request below channel 2 : 4 but above channel 1:3.

With this priority assignment, no existing guarantees
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will be violated, because the following schedulability test

holds for any channel i whose priority is lower than the

requested channel [19], [2], [15]:

9t 2 Bi � fdig [ kpj : j 2 Ai; 0 � k � di
pj

� �� �
;

Wi�t� �
X
j2Ai

Cj � d t
pj
e � Ci � t;

where Ai is the set of channels (including the requested

channel) whose priority is higher than that of channel i,

Ci is the maximum service time of channel i, di is the link

deadline of channel i, and pi is the minimum message

interarrival time of channel i. Given below is an

acceptable set of t and Wi�t� for channels on link 1! 3.

. channel 1:3, t � d1:3 � 8, W1:3�8� � 7 < 8.

. channel 1:2, t � d1:2 � 16:2; ,

W1:2�16:2� � 9:6 < 16:2:

. channel 1:5, t � d1:5 � 20, W1:5�20� � 11:6 < 20.

. channel 2:2, t � p1:3 � 20. W2:2�20� � 13:6 < 20:5.

As a result, the priority of the requested channel will be

placed between channel 2:4 and channel 1:3. So, the

MWRT of the requested channel on link 1! 3 is equal to

the smallest t such that W1:8�t� � t, i.e., the smallest t

such that 2� d t10e � 4 � t. This channel's MWRT on link

1! 3 is therefore 6. For link 1! 2, using the same

procedure, the MWRT is computed to be 2 by giving the

new channel the highest priority on this link.

Note that this priority assignment for the requested

channel is just for computing the MWRT. As discussed in

Section 3.1 and in [2], [15], the run-time priority in

transmitting the messages of the requested channel, if

accepted, is determined based on the channel's link-

delay deadline � the MWRT obtained here and will be

determined after the route is selected.

After computing MWRTs, N1 inserts appropriate

entries into TPR:1! 2 and TPR:1! 3 (as shown in

Fig. 11). Channel-establishment requests are sent to both

N2 and N3. Fig. 11 shows only five fields in the request

messages as in Example 1, because the other fields are

the same for all request messages.

Operations of N2 and N3: After receiving the request

message from N1 and determining that this request is

new (does not exist in any TPR and TEC), N2 and N3 will

perform similar operations as N1, i.e., compute C and

MWRT values for all of their outgoing links except for

the links to N1, and store this information in TPRs.
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Using the same procedure as above, we get C � 4 and

MWRT� 4 on link 2! 4 by assigning the new channel

top priority. A request message (Req3 in Fig. 11) is sent to

N4 with da � 2� 4 � 6.

For link 3! 4, we get C � 10 and MWRT� 10 by

assigning the new channel top priority. A request

message (Req4 in Fig. 11) is sent to N4 with

da � 6� 10 � 16.

For link 3! 5, we get C � 20 and MWRT� 25 by

assigning the new channel the lowest priority. However,

in order to make the scheme work correctly, we require

d � p (� 20) on each link of the channel's route [2], [15].

So, this link cannot be part of a qualified route, and

hence, no request message is sent to N5 via this link and

no entry (corresponding to this request) will be inserted

into TPR:3! 5.

N4s operations: Since it is not certain which of Req3

or Req4 will arrive at N4 first, we will discuss both cases.

If Req3 arrives first, then N4 will compute C and

MWRT for links to both N3 and N5. For link 4! 3, we

get C � 10 and MWRT� 16 by assigning the requested

channel the priority lower than channel 5 : 1 but higher

than channel 4:2. So, the accumulated MWRT from

N1N2N4N3 is 6� 16 � 22 > D�� 19�, and hence, no

request message will be sent to N3 and no entry

(corresponding to this request) will be added to

TPR:4! 3.

For link 4! 5, we get C � 4 and MWRT� 4 by

assigning top priority to the requested channel. So, N4

stores this information in TPR:4! 5 and Req5 (with

da � 6� 4 � 10) is sent to N5. After N4 receives Req4,

since the da (� 16) carried in the message is greater than

that (� 10) in N4s TPRs, Req4 is discarded.

On the other hand, if Req4 arrives at N4 first, N4 will

compute C and MWRT for links to N2 and N5 based on

Req4. For link 4! 5, because MWRT� 4, the accumu-

lated MWRT, da, from N1 to N5 will be 16� 4 � 20

which is greater than the required end-to-end delay

bound 19, so no message will be sent to N5. A similar

situation occurs for link 4! 2, since C � 4 and

MWRT� 4 (top priority). Thus, when Req3 arrives, the

operations performed by N4 will be exactly the same as

those in the case when Req3 arrives at N4 first.

Reply operations: N5 will perform the same opera-

tions as in Example 1, but with diff � �19ÿ 10�=3 � 3.

The operations to be performed by N4, N2, and N1 when

the reply message arrives at these nodes are the same as

in Example 1.

If we increase D to 20, the path N1N3N4N5 with the

worst case accumulated delay 20 is a qualified route for

the requested channel. Thus, if Req4 arrives at N4 before

Req3 (Fig. 11), this route will be chosen instead of

N1N2N4N5.

On the other hand, if we let D � 15 in this example, as

can be seen in Fig. 11, Req4 will not be sent because its

da > 15. If we decrease D further to 9, then Req5 will not

be sent. In this case, no qualified route exists at that time,

so the channel establishment request will time out and

thus, will be rejected.

Example 3. In this example, we will use the same network

and environment in Example 2 to demonstrate the effects

of overestimating link delays in case of multiple pending

requests. In addition to the requested channel 1:8 in

Example 2, we assume another channel (ID � 2 : 5)

establishment request occurs at about the same time.

This channel is specified as Smax � 200Kb, p � 20 ms,

source � N2, and destination � N3. At first, we ignore

the end-to-end delay requirements (D) of both channels,

i.e., assume both Ds are sufficiently large.

If these two channel requests arrive sequentially with

a sufficiently large interarrival time between them

(regardless of the order of their arrival), the least MWRT

of channel 1:8 is equal to 10 (via path N1N2N4N5), and

that of channel 2:5 is equal to 8 (via path N2N1N3). Note

that as discussed in Section 3, due to the randomness of

the network traffic, the path with the least MWRT may

not always be chosen. So, the MWRT of a channel

depends on which path is chosen. Thus, the least MWRT

of a channel is defined to be the MWRT of the path with

the smallest MWRT. However, when the interarrival

time between them is not sufficiently large, i.e., TPRs

contain entries for both channels at the same time, the

MWRTs (including the least MWRT) may be over-

estimated. Table 4 shows the MWRTs of the two requests

via two (with the least and the second least MWRT) of

their possible routes for different arrival orders of

channels 1:8 and 2:5. The first column shows the MWRT

when channel 1:8 arrives first and channel 2:5 arrives
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TABLE 5
MWRTs for Two Concurrent Requests with Smax � 50Kb

TABLE 4
MWRT for Two Concurrent Requests with Smax � 200Kb



before the deletion of channel 1:8s entries (in TPRs). The

third column shows the opposite, i.e., channel 2:5 arrives

first. The second column represents the situation when

channel 1:8 request arrives at N1 approximately at the

same time as channel 2:5 request arrives at N2. Note that

the second column is derived under the assumption that

request messages travel faster via links with smaller

MWRTs and the first-come-first-serve link scheduling

policy for messages of the same priority.

As can be seen from the first and third columns of

Table 5, the MWRT estimate for the channel which

arrives later is unnecessarily large. When two channels

arrive at about the same time, the MWRT estimates for

both channels are larger than their true value. Note,

however, we have not yet considered the end-to-end

delay requirement. When D is reasonably large, e.g.,

D1:8 � 26 and D2:5 � 17, qualified routes for both

channels can be found regardless of the overestimation

of link delays. In fact, most real-time applications do not

require such short end-to-end delays (at least 100 ms for

typical interactive applications) and do not generate such

high-volume data streams. For example, if we decrease

Smax to 50Kb, which is a typical size for multimedia

applications, the least MWRT for channel 1:8 is 2:5 ms,

and for channel 2:5 is 1:5 ms. Table 5 shows the MWRTs

of the same four paths (as in Table 4) in this case. As can

be seen from Table 5, channel 1 : 8s MWRT increases

only by 2 ms in the worst case due to the overestimation

of link delays and channel 2 : 5s MWRT only by 1 ms.

This example shows that, unless the requested channel

generates very large messages or it requires a very short

end-to-end delay, overestimation usually does not cause

unnecessary denial of channel establishment requests.
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